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Introduction
Although non-perturbative properties of the CP N−1 model on R 2 have been long studied by analytical and numerical techniques including lattice simulations [1, 2, 3] , the model on R × S 1 (or at finite temperature) has not been well investigated. The recent large-N analyses of the model on R × S 1 with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) have been attracting much attention [4, 5] . One of the questions we focus on here is how the expectation value of the order parameter for confinement-deconfinement depends on the compactification circumference for PBC. On the other hand, the model on R × S 1 with Z N twisted boundary conditions (Z N -TBC) also attracts a lot of attention, where the Z N symmetry is exact. The questions whether it undergoes a phase transition or has adiabatic continuity [6, 7] and whether fractional instantons have consequences [8] are of great importance in terms of the resurgence theory [6, 9, 10] .
In this report, we investigate the CP N−1 model on S 1 s (large) × S 1 τ (small) with a sufficiently large ratio of the circumferences by lattice Monte Carlo simulations to answer the above questions. We mainly focus on the distribution and expectation values of Polyakov loop. Our results are summarized as follows. (1) For PBC, by adopting the absolute value of the expectation value of the Polyakov loop as a confinement-deconfinement order parameter, we find that its dependence on the compactification circumference L τ exhibits a crossover behavior and the peak of its susceptibility gets sharper with N increases [3] . (2) For Z N -TBC, we find that, even at relatively high β (small L τ = 1/T ), the regular N-sided polygon-shaped distributions of Polyakov loop give the small expectation values, which imply unbroken Z N symmetry if sufficient statistics and large volumes are adopted. We also argue the existence of fractional instantons and bions.
Lattice setup
Let us begin with the continuum action of the CP N−1 = SU(N)/(SU(N − 1) × U(1)) sigma models, which is given as S = 1 g 2 d 2 xD µφ D µ φ in terms of an N-component complex scalar field φ with the constraint |φ | 2 = 1 and an auxiliary U(1) gauge field A µ with the covariant derivative D µ φ = (∂ µ + iA µ )φ . The corresponding lattice action [1, 2, 3] is
withφ n · φ n = 1 and λ n,µ being a link variable corresponding to the auxiliary U(1) gauge field. n = (n x , n τ ) labeling sites on the lattice run as n x = 1, · · · , N s and n τ = 1, · · · , N τ and Nβ corresponds to the inverse of the bare coupling 1/g 2 . S 1 s and S 1 τ have circumferences L s = N s a and L τ = N τ a, respectively. As discussed in [3] , the renormalization group gives the relation between the lattice parameter β and the lattice spacing a via the lattice scale Λ lat as aΛ lat = 1 √ 32 (2πβ ) 2 N e −2πβ − π 2N . For our purpose we adopt the condition L s L τ , which enables us to approximately simulate the model on R × S 1 . Here L τ corresponds to an inverse temperature 1/T and smaller L τ or higher β with fixed N τ corresponds to higher T . 
Polyakov loop for periodic boundary conditions
In this section, we show the results for PBC, with emphasis on the the expectation value of Polyakov loop as an order parameter of confinement-deconfinement. The arguments of this section are based on the work [3] by the present authors. The lattice size in this section is mainly (N s , N τ ) = (200, 8) but we vary N s between 40 and 200 to study the finite-volume effects. We work on the values of parameters as N = 3, 5, 10, 20 and 0.1 ≤ β ≤ 3.9.
On R 2 the expectation value of Wilson loop W (C) , which depends on the string tension σ as ≈ e −σ RT with R, T being space and Euclidean-time lengths of C, characterizes the confinement of electrically charged particles [1] . For compactified theory with PBC, the Wilson loop is expressed as a correlator of Polyakov loops P(x) ≡ P exp(i L τ 0 dτA τ ) x as P(R)P † (0) . With taking account of the clustering property in R → ∞ limit, one finds that the expectation value of Polyakov loop should vanish P = 0 in the confinement phase with σ = 0. Thus, P can be adopted as the order parameter of confinement-deconfinement in the L τ L s system. It is also an approximate order parameter of Z N symmetry although the symmetry is not exact for the model on R × S 1 with PBC. We note that it is an exact order parameter for Z N -TBC since the symmetry is exact.
The Polyakov loop on the lattice is expressed as, Next, we study the susceptibility of Polyakov loop. We here adopt that of the expectation values of absolute values of Polyakov loop χ |P| = V ( |P| 2 − |P| 2 ) since the β dependences of | P | and |P| are almost identical for PBC. In Fig. 2 we show the volume dependence of the peak value of χ |P| , by simulating the model with N s = 40, 80, 120, 160, 200 with N τ = 8 fixed. We here fit the data points N s = 80, 120, 160, 200 by a function χ |P| ,max = a + cV p with V = N s . The best fit values of the exponent are p < 1 for N = 3, 5, 10, 20, which indicate the second-order or crossover transitions [11] . Furthermore, the Z N symmetry is explicitly broken and the low and high temperature phases have the same symmetry. These facts imply that the transition is crossover.
We also show χ |P| as a function of 1/L τ in Fig. 2 (Right) , where the characteristic length L c for each N is defined from the peak position of β with (N s , N τ )=(200, 8) fixed, then β is translated into the length L τ = N τ a. The result indicates that the peak is broad for small N but gets sharper as N increases. This result again shows the crossover behavior for finite N may be transformed into a conjectured phase transition in the large-N limit [4] .
Polyakov loop for Z N -twisted boundary conditions
The Z N intertwined symmetry between Z N center and Z N flavor-shift symmetries is exact in the CP N−1 model with Z N -TBC, where the Z N symmetry is conjectured to be unbroken even at high temperature (small L τ ) due to the transition between Z N vacua via fractional instantons (see [6, 9, 10] for the details). We here perform the numerical Monte Carlo simulation for Z N -TBC on the small compactified direction S 1 τ for N = 3, 5, 10, 20 and (N s , N τ ) = (200, 8)(400, 12). In this section, we show preliminary results of the distribution plot and the expectation value of Polyakov loop operator for this case, where one finds clear difference from the case with PBC. We also exhibit configurations corresponding to fractional instantons and bions found in the simulation, which are also specific to Z N -TBC.
Distribution plot
We note the Polyakov loops are distributed around the origin for low β since the Z N symmetry is exact for this case. The question is how this distribution is altered for higher β (small L τ ). In Fig. 3 Fig. 3 . This behavior implies unbroken Z N symmetry with equivalent N vacua, where one can speculate that there are nontrivial transitions among the N vacua via fractional instantons. For high β , the regular N-sided polygons are losing their shapes. However, we speculate that this breaking of the polygon shapes could be an artifact originating in shortage of statistics since β at which the shape of polygons is broken gets larger by increasing the statistics N sweep . We have checked this fact by comparing the results with different statistics N sweep = 5000, 200000. 
Expectation values of Polyakov loop
We show our results on expectation values of Polyakov loop by exhibiting results for N = 5 as typical cases. We note that similar results are obtained also for N = 3, 10, 20. Firstly, to compare scales between PBC and Z N -TBC cases, we depict susceptibilities of expectation values of absolute values of Polyakov loop χ |P| for Z N -TBC and PBC with N = 5 in Fig. 4(Left) . The peak for Z N -TBC is located at higher β (smaller L τ ) than that for PBC, which indicates higher characteristic β for Z N -TBC. The peak height itself is much higher than that of PBC. We have to emphasize that |P| is not an order parameter of Z N symmetry, but just indicates how broadly Polyakov loop distribution spreads. We speculate that this characteristic β determined by the peak of χ |P| for Z N -TBC is the scale at which fractional instantons (bions) come to play an active role since fractional instanton configurations are found at high β as we will show later.
Next, let us investigate a genuine order parameter of Z N symmetry, that is the absolute values of expectation values of Polyakov loop | P |. In Fig. 4 With a sufficient number of samples, we speculate that the values will get consistent with zero and the unbroken Z N symmetry is realized by taking ensemble averages. For high β , | P | suddenly increases and gets closer to unit. These behaviors come from the breaking of the N-sided polygon shapes of the distribution at high β .
However, as we have discussed above, we speculate that this phase-transition-like behavior is an artifact since the critical β for this transition gets larger by increasing the number of samples or enlarging the total volume.
Simulation on larger volume and fractional instantons
We also obtain the simulation results with large volume (N s , N τ ) = (400, 12) and find a Z N symmetric or regular N-sided polygon distribution even at quite high β . We perform the simulation with β = 4.0 and N = 3, then obtain distribution plots of Polyakov loop for this parameter set. In Fig. 5 (Left) we depict one of the distributions plot of Polyakov loop. It has a N-sided polygon shape (partly broken), which leads to a small expectation value of Polyakov loop. We have checked that the history of arg[P] for this distribution is quite random, implying that the transition among Z N occurs constantly. This result shows that, even at quite high β , the Z N -symmetric configuration exists with a certain probability (∼ 5%) for larger volume (N s , N τ ) = (400, 12) while it is not the case for (N s , N τ ) = (200, 8).
We next pick up two of configurations (A)(B) constituting the polygon-shaped distribution in Fig. 5 (Left) and investigate n x dependence of arg[P(n x )] with P(n x ) ≡ ∏ n τ λ n,τ . arg[P(n x )] ≈ A τ dτ describes the vacuum transition process since the topological charge Q for R × S 1 is given by
For our setup on S 1 s (large) × S 1 τ (small), the periodic boundary condition is imposed on n x direction, thus the total Q is zero but the transition process can be nontrivial. In Fig. 5 (Center), arg[P(n x )] for a configuration located between the two adjacent Z 3 vacua in Fig. 5(Left) is depicted. In Fig. 5 (Right), arg[P(n x )] for a single configuration located near the origin in Fig. 5(Left) is depicted. The three classical vacua correspond to arg[P(n x )] = 0, ±2π/3 and we exhibit them by three gray lines in the figure. The configuration in Fig. 5 (Center) is interpreted to be composed of one fractional instanton and one fractional anti-instanton (bion), while the configuration in Fig. 5(Center) is interpreted to be composed of three fractional instantons constituting a single instanton. Based on these results, we consider that the Z N -symmetric distribution of Polyakov loop is realized by the Z N vacuum transitions caused by the fractional instantons. The bion configuration plays a pivotal role in the resurgent structure of the present model, whose contribution has nontrivial imaginary ambiguity canceled by that arising from the perturbative series.
Summary and discussion
In the proceedings, we have reported the Monte Carlo simulations for the CP N−1 model on S 1 s (large) × S 1 τ (small): for PBC in the S 1 τ direction, we have shown a confinement-deconfinement crossover by finding the continuous increase of the expectation value of Polyakov loop with β being increased (L τ = 1/T being decreased). For Z N -TBC, we have found the β dependence of expectation value of Polyakov loop completely differing from that for PBC. Even for relatively high β , the N-sided polygon-shaped distributions of Polyakov loop produces the small expectation values, which imply the unbroken Z N symmetry. Although the polygons of the distribution lose their shapes for higher β , we argue that it could be an artifact due to shortage of statistics or small volumes. By adopting larger volumes, we have shown that the regular N-sided polygon-shaped distributions of Polyakov loop appear even for much higher β . We have also argued the existence of the fractional instatons and bions by investigating the n x -dependence of the Polyakov loop.
Our results give a novel understanding on the symmetry and the phase diagram of the CP N−1 model on the compactified spacetime. In particular, the understanding of adiabatic continuity of Z N symmetric phase is essential to study whether the resurgent structure in the CP N−1 model on R × S 1 with Z N -TBC remains even in the decompactified limit. We consider that our study in the present work will be the first step in this avenue.
